


NUKING
MY FOOD
 TASTES
GREAT.
 SAID NO ONE EVER.

Give your customers a healthier, more convenient 

alternative to warming their food. HOTLOGIC® 

Food Warming Totes and Appliances use a Smart 

Shelf Heating Platform to bring food to the ideal 

temperature and hold it there for hours without 

overcooking. Simply put food in, go about your 

day and eat when you’re ready. It’s time you drop 

the mic and heat happier with HOTLOGIC.

DING. THE MICROWAVE IS DONE.
Say goodbye to food splatter, standing in line, cold centers, 
and burnt edges. Heat food perfectly without overcooking.

HOT FOOD ON-THE-GO
Enjoy leftovers, frozen entrees and prepared meals anywhere. 
Perfect for the office, home, dorm, job site, and campsite.

FITS TODAY’S HEALTHY LIFESTYLE
Consumers are craving healthy alternatives to eating out and 
microwaved food.
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This portable food warmer is ideal for lunch at the office, parties and 

potlucks, and home kitchen use. It evenly cooks or reheats fresh or 

frozen meats and vegetables—even leftovers—without burning or 

drying your food. Using Smart Shelf heating technology, it brings 

your food to the ideal temperature—and holds it there until you’re 

ready, whether that’s in two hours or twelve. There’s no monitoring 

needed; just place your meal inside, plug it in, and go about your day.

The HOTLOGIC Mini has been maximized with reinforced seams, 

double zipper, and attached, separate expandable pouch. The bag 

unzips and expands into a handy tote for carrying non-perishable 

food items and accessories and the heating shelf technology brings 

your food to the ideal temperature, holding it there until you’re ready. 

HOTLOGIC Mini+ Lunch Bag



This upgraded family-sized lunch bag/food warmer combo is ideal 

for preparing and transporting meals for a group, whether it’s a 

party, gatherinwg, or potluck. The bag unzips and expands into a 

handy tote for carrying non-perishable food items, tableware, and 

accessories and the heating shelf technology brings your food to the 

ideal temperature, holding it there until you’re ready. It evenly cooks 

or reheats fresh or frozen meats and vegetables without burning or 

drying your food. There’s no monitoring needed; just place your meal 

inside, plug it in, and go about your day.

This family-sized food warmer is ideal for making healthy meals and 

warm comfort food for a group, at home or for parties and potlucks. 

It evenly cooks or reheats fresh or frozen meats and vegetables—

even leftovers—without burning or drying your food. Using a heating 

shelf technology, it brings your food to the ideal temperature—and 

holds it there until you’re ready, whether that’s in two hours or 

twelve. There’s no monitoring needed; just place your meal inside, 

plug it in, and go about your day.
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HOTLOGIC® 4 is perfect for a small office or family kitchen. Using 

a Smart Shelf heating technology, HOTLOGIC® 4 cooks up to 4 

individual meals at once. This revolutionary oven will save you time 

and money as it uses less energy than a microwave to heat your 

meal. It’s also more sanitary than a microwave because meals are 

cooked in a sealed container and the slow, even heating eliminates 

splatter and exploding food. 

HOTLOGIC® 8 eliminates the long waits, the unsanitary conditions, 

the super hot, burnt edges and the frozen centers that come with 

the break room microwave. Using a Smart Shelf heating technology 

the HOTLOGIC® 8 cooks up to 8 individual meals at once. It heats 

the meal slowly and evenly, preserving the moisture and flavor of the 

food. Then it holds the meal at a hot, serving temperature for hours. 

Your meal is always moist, hot and ready to eat.

HOTLOGIC Appliance | 4 Shelf HOTLOGIC Appliance | 8 shelf
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EVERYONE       HOTLOGIC

5 REASONS TO DROP THE MIC
FOR HOTLOGIC
No food splatter.

No overcooked meals.

No frozen centers.

,s

No waiting in line.

No buttons to push. 




